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The director's role in the early childhood center is both central
and complex. In a number of powerful ways the director influences
the climate of a center both as a workplace for the teaching staff
and as an educational and nurturing environment for children.
While there is uniform agreement in the literature about the importance of the director's role and the need f5.s highly trained personnel
to serve in this capacit3/-,thare is a surprising Pack of agreement
about what constitutes m i ~ m u m
qualifications and how indidduals should be trained. There also appears to be a Back of consensus
about the nsmenelature used to describe personnel who oversee the
a d m i ~ s t r a t i o ns f center-based programs.
This article provides a n overview of the many issues surrounding requisite qualifications of early childhood center directors.
F i ~ s t it
, looks at the mmltifzeted role of the director and the competencies needed for effective center adnnainistration. It then sumliiarizes state regdations governing minimum qwa8ificatiows and
px'esents a profile of the individuals who currently hold this posit ion. Finallyp it Books at the link between qualifications and indices
of program quality and discusses the policy implications of increasillg minimum qualificiations.

While the prevailing wisdom in the literature supports the proposition that
the early childhood center director is the "gatekeeper to quality,"liltle is
known about the type of formal and informal training center directors have
had and their attitudes about the appropriateness of t h a t training. The lack
of reliable data about center directors h a s hampered efforts by child care
advocates around the country to press for licensing standards that a r e reasonable and enforceable, yet also promote quality. This article provides a framework for understanding the many issues related to requisite qualifications.
It synthesizes t h e research regarding directors' education, experience, and
training and provides policy recommendations for the licensure of personnel
assuming this position.
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Task PesBo~mmceAreas
One way to better understand the range of competencies needed
to administrate a program is to look at the task performance areas
that encompass the director's role (British Columbia Department
of Education, 6979; Busch-Rossnagel & Worman, 198%;Rosenthal,
1978; Texas Department of Human Resources, 1977). These can be
grouped into four broad categories:

Defining competence as it relates to the multiplicity of roles
the director assumes each day is the first step in clarifying the
issues surrounding training and qualifications. Most conceptualizations of competence include three components: I ) knowledge competency which includes knowledge of psychological theories, teaching strategies, and organizational analysis; 2) skill competency
which includes the technical, human, and conceptual skills needed
to perform different tasks; and 3 ) attitude competency which includes the beliefs9 values, dispositions, and emotional responses
that support optimum performance. Isenberg (6979) cautions that
competence must be viewed as a synthesis, rather than a collection
of knowledge, skills, and attitudes. Pn other words, it is a n "integrative" rather than a n ""additive" process. Attitude competency, for
example, is integral to both knowledge and skill competency.

Defining Administrative Competence
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Anyone who has chased the shadow of a center director for
even a brief time knows that being an effective a d d n i s t r a t o s means
wearing many hats: budget analyst, building and grounds manager, staff supervisor, recordkeeper, receptionist, community liaison, public relations coordinator, curriculum developer, fundraiser,
nurse, nutritionist, and child advocate (Axelrod, 1972; Decker &
Decker, 1984; Neugebauer, 1984; Sciarra & Dossey, 19'79). The list
is long and varied.
The repertoire of competencies needed to carry out these roles
effectively will vary by the age and background of the children enrolled, the range of services provided, the philosophical orientation
of the program, and the legal sponsorship of the center. The size
of the program, as well, certainly affects the scope and complexity
sf the administrative role. Directors of small programs may have
few administrative tasks and serve as c%assroornteacher for part
of the dax whereas directors of large programs may have multiple
sites, multiple funding sources, and a Barge diverse staff to cosrdinate. Thus, directing different types of programs requires varying
levels of administrative sophistication ($podek & Saracho, 8982).

The Multifaceted Role of the Early Childhood Center Director
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01"gaaaizationaBTheory mtd Leadership. Directors need a sound
understanding of organizational theory in order to assess program
needs, articulate a clear vision for the center, implement goals, and
evaluate program effkctiveness. They also need a good understanding of the dynamics of group behavior and how different leadership
styles are appropriate in different situations,
A s personnel manager, they must have skill in recruiting, tsaining,and supervising staff in order to maintain a congenial, productive work team. Directors must also manage information and be
able to translate program goals into well-written policies and procedures. Additionallx they must be alest to changing demographics, social and economic trends, and new developments in the field.
Finally, directors must have knowledge of themselves a s a growing
professional and how that professional identity translates into a
code of ethical behavior and professional responsibility.
Chdld Developmen t a d Early ChH'1dhood Programming. Ira
order to guide others in developing and implementing sound programs for young children, directors need a thorough understanding of developmental patterns in early childhood and the impllica'tions for individual and group care. They must be keen observers
able to assess each child's needs and know how to assist staff in
planning developmentally appropriate curricular experiences to
meet those needs.
Directors also need a sound understanding of the principles
of environmental psychology and how the arrangement of space
and materials can support optimal development. They need organizational skills to implement effective systems to maintain enrollmend, attendance, and anecdotal data on children. And because
they are ultimately zcountable for the health and safety of the
children in their care, they need a firm grounding in the principles
of health, safety* and nutrition as they relate to different aspects
of program implementation.
Fiscal and Legal Bsseaes. Because directors must respond to the
laws and requirements of different government regulatory agencies
and fundingsources, they should have a good working knowledge
of federal, state, and local regulations governing center-based programs. A s financial manager9 they oversee the disbursement of
funds and thus should know how to develop a budget, set tuition
rates, prepare needed financial reports, and maintain appropriate
inlsurance coverage. Ira addition, they need a good understanding
of the principles of fundraising and grantsmanship in order to
secure funding from a variety of private and public sources.
Board,Parent,and Community Relations. Because the director
1s typically the person that serves as liaison with the center's advi-
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State requirements for child care personnel are critical because
they have an direct impact on the preparation of workers (Spodek
& Saracho, 8982). Despite amassing evidence in the research literature about the crucial impact of caregivers on children's development in their early years (Besk, 8985; Clarke-Stewart & G r u h r 9
1984; Howes, 6 9 8 3 ; Oyemade & Chargois, 1979; Peters & Kostelnik,
8989; Prescott, Jones, & Kritchevsky, 1972; Roupp, gravers, GBantz,
& Coelen, 1979; Vandell & Powers, 8B 8 3 ) , personnel requirements
for day care personnel are not specificaPBy and uniformly regulated
in the same manner as is professional entry into more formal &ancational settings for children in primary grades.
Currently there are no federal regulations governing the qualifications of day care directors. Standards for center directors are
by and large determined by state regulatory bodies. In most states,
the regulation of day care personnel is tied to center licensing m d
falls under the auspices of Departme-vht of Public Welfare or the
state's equivalent Department of Chald and Family Social Services.
From state to stahe, however, regulations differ on almost every
aspect of what is required. Indeed, as Morgan (8987) points out,
the most striking characteristic a b u t the requirements is their
diversity. There is neither consistency nor a great deal of specificity
in what constitutes minimum qua%ifica&ions
for directors.
The issue is further complicated by the f w t that a number of
states have promulgated a separate set of standards for early childhood personnel working in preprirnary programs under the auspices of the public schools (Granger & Marx, 1988; Lamme, McMillin, & Clark, 1983, Mitchell, 1988; McCarthy, 1988). The require-

State Regulations Governing Qua8ifications

sory board, owner, or sponsoring agency, the ability to articulate a
rationaie for program practices is critical. Directors serve a n important public relations role and thus must also be able to interpret child
growth and development to parents and others in the community.
In order to effectively meet the needs of the parents of children
enrolled in their program, knowledge and understanding of the
dynamics of family life, particularly families of different social and
cultural backgrounds, are also essential.
Finally, in snarketing their program and serving as a resource
to parents, directors snust ]lave a working knowledge of co
services that can support their effcrts. In this regard, it is important
they have rqgular contacts with professional organizations, state
and federal congressional representatives, comrnuPhjity service organizations, consultants, public schools, advocacy groups, medical
and .xental health units, local colleges, and local news media.

education (regardless of subject matter or specialization); 3) specialized preparation relevant to young children (e.g., training in developmental psychology or early childhood education; 4) specialized
reparation in program administration (e.g., financial manage-

and other general bakground characteristics; 2) years of formal

Director quallifications can be divided into five categories: I ) age

Tlae Back of a miformly accepted nomenclature to denote personnel who work in early childhood programs has always plagued
the field (Phillips & Whitebook, 1986). It is not surprising then
that the terms used by states to denote the sole of center director
also Pack consistency.
Some states do not differentiate personnel roles in child care
settings and instead include directors under the broad category sf
"child care worker..."Others may define a second Bevel of teacher
lllQIY3 highly qualified in child development than the rest of the
teachers, but do not designate this person to necessarily fill the
role s f director Those that do designate separate re@rements for
directors, often use quite different terminology to define the director's role. Some states require that centers with forty or more chitldren hire a nonteacfing director.
In a 1984 position statement on nomenclature and the status
of the early childhood profession, the National Association for the
Education of'Young Children recommended the title "earBy childlaood specialist" to denote the indiaadual who supervises and trains
staff, designs curriculum, a n d o r administers programs. However,
this term has not been widely adopted by pratitioners. Most center
directors still refer to themselves as "director" or "administrator."
AImy (8982, 1988) refers to the director as an "early chddhosd
educator," possessing the skills of the early chilldhmd teachers plus,
at a minimum, a thorough and current knowledge of child development and skills in working with adults, assessment and evaluation,
administration and management, and research. Her conceptualizatiox? of the center director is similar to the Stage 4 ("Complex PrmLlce") early childhood professional that Vander Ven describes (1988).

ments for personnel in these settings are typically tied to the state's
teacher certification sequirements. Across the board, the qualifications under these standards are far more stringent than those sequired for personnel working in programs licensed n d e r the
state's department of social services or equivalent regulatory
agency. In many instances, this situation has resuBted in a fragmented system characterized by inequities (Magsn, 19899.
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While very little systematic research has focused on early childhood center directors, it is possible to piece together a profile of cgirectors' background characteristics from several studies that have looked
into different aspects of the child care profession (Austin & Morrow,1985-86; Buck, 1989; Coelen, Qlantz, 8& Calore, 1978; JordeBloom, 1988b, 1989a, in press; Lindsay & Lindsay, 1987; NAEYC,
19842; Norton and Abramowitz, 1981; Texas State Department of
Human Resources, 1977; Whitebook, Howes, Darrah, Be Friedman,
6982).
The average early childhood center director is female (88%-94%),
between 36 and 42 years of age, and quite experienced. Directors

Profile of Early Childhood Center Directors

rnent, staff management, or facilities maintenance; and 5) experience working in a child care setting.
In most states the minimum age required for directors is 18
or 21. Some states also require directors to have demonstrated proficiency in basic literacy skills. In nine states, directors are not
required to have any relevant qualifying education at all prior to
employment (AK, GA, ID, MU, LA, MN, MS, NH, TN). Minnesota,
however, does require experience. Several other states require a
high school diploma as formal education. In ten states, directors
can lack formal education if they employ a qualified person who
is responsible for the center's program (Morgan, 1987).
Twenty-six states require directors to be well qualified in child
development; ten of these require substantial coursework. Only six
states, however, require directors to have coursework in administration as well as child development (CA, %A,TX, CO, PA, W). North
Dakota, requires "competence" in administration, but does not require formal training or experience. References to re supervised
internship which is common in most certifications programs is
entirely absent in state standards. One state, Texas, is in the process
of establishing a credential for directors. Twelve states require ongoing training (Morgan, 1987).
In a study of the expectations and requirements of state agencies overseeing early childhood programs, Slavenas and Sloan
(6987) asked each state agency to rate the importance of several
administrative competencies. State agencies ranked competency in
personnel management as the most critical for successful ad
tration of a program. Budget, curriculum, and community cmsdination were also rated as very important. Ironically, most of these
same state agencies do not require formal training or demonstrated
competence in these any of these areas prior to employment.
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Current Levels of Training
Approximately '65% of directors hold a bzcalaureate degree
and roughly a third of this group have gone on to earn a master's
degree or doctorate. While these is little comparative empirical data,
it does appear that the Bevel of formal training has increased in the
last ten years. Still, the level of education does not match that of
elementary and secondary teachers where approximately 51% of
the work force has an advanced degree.
'B'ypi~dLPPy~
child care directors are promoted to their positions
from the ranks s f teachers. Norton and Abramowitz (1981) found
that 78% of the directors they surveyed were head teachers or
assistant directors before assuming fall admhistrative responsibility for their center. In a study assessing the education and training
of 990 directors in Illinois, Jorde-Bloom (P989a) found that only
14% had not been classroom teachers prior to assuming their administrative role. Interest and experience appear to be the primary
criteria for promotion, however, rather than formal traiPaiiang in
program administration. Directors who have had concentrated
eoussework in child case management are rare. Fifty-six percent
of the child care administrators in the Norton and Abramowitz
study indicated that they had had no courses or workshops in early
cllildhood administration. In the Jorde-Bloom studgr, 38% of the
directors reported they had not had a single course relating to the

have worked at their present position an average of five years and
in the Beld s f early childhood education for a little over nine years.
Salary data about directors tends to be unreliable because it is
difficult to draw comparisons across program types. Directors of
for-profit programs, for example, often draw a minimal salarg~
choosing instead to reinvest would-be compensation back into their
center This deferred compensatisn in the way of an increase capital
investment is seldom reported on salary surveys. Other directors
receive fringe benefits in lieu of salary (for example, free tuition for
their child, use of the school car*tuition reimbursemed for courses
taken) which may be difficult to translate into actual dollar m o m t s .
Despite the complexity of gathering accurate salary data, what
information has been collected does not provide a very glowing
picture of the financial remuneration associated with the position.
Over the past few years, it also appears that director salaries have
not kept up with inflation. A recent study conducted by the Child
Care Employee Project in cooperation with BANAMAS (1988)
showed the average per hour starting salaries of directors in the
$an Francisoo Bay Area actually decreased betwen 1986 ($B1.85/per
hour) and 1988 ($11.30 per hour). Similar findings are reported
for other regions s f the country
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Just how are director qualifications related to overall program
quality? The prevailing wisdom in the literature supports the proposition that the director is the "gatekeeper to quality," setting the
standards and expectations of others to follow. It is the director who
sets the tone and creates the climate of concern that is the hallmark

Qualifications and Quality: 1s there a Link?

Several recent studies confirm that directors as a group exhibit
a strong commitment to the profession. Lindsay anal Lindsay (198'7)
found that directors overwhelmingly perceive themselves as "professionals." h a national study focushg on the professional oriewtation of early childhood workers (Jorde-Bloom, in press), 87% of
directors surveyed perceived their work as a "career" as opposed
to "a job." In another study (Jorde-Bloom, 1988b), well over 90%
of the directors said they would chose a career in early chilclhmd
if they were to make a career choice again. In the Illinois study
cited earlier, fully 97% of the directors perceived their current work
as 'h career" and 88% said they would choose a career in early
childhood if they could do it d l over again (Jorde-Bloom, 1989a).
Still, it is disappointing to note that directors as a group do
not engage in many activities associated with a professional oriewtation. Powell and Stremmel (1988)found that 41 % of the directors
in their study were not members of s professional organization. In
the Jorde-Bloom study (inpress), a third of directors did not subscribe to a single professional magazine or journal. Only slightly
more than a third had attended more than two workshops during
the previous year, and less than one-half had written a single advocacy letter during the previous year.

Directors ' P~"ofessiona1
Qrien tation and Commitment

administration of educational programs. Of those that had specialized training in program administration, 47% reported that their
coursework was taken after they had assumed their role as director.
Most directors it appears have put together a patchwork system
of coursework, in-service professional development, and on-the-~ob
training. Those administrators who have received
training at the college level have usually taken a s
a community college that covers everything from staff management
to bookkeeping in one short semester. As a result, directors often
express as the most troublesome problem areas of their jobs those
areas of administration in which they have had little formal tr
(e.g.,legal and fiscal issues, staff mmagement, progaa~nwevaluation)
(Austin & Morrow, 1985-8986; Johnston, 1983;Jorde-Bloomna,
1989a).
Only recently have a few intensive graduate programs in day care
administration appeared (Jorde-Bloom, 198'7; Manburg, 1984).
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of a quality program (APmy, 1982; Decker & Decker98984; Grenmaas9
& Fugua, 8984; Jorde-Bloom, 1988a; Montgomery & SeefeBdt, 1986).
Ample evidence exists documenting a strong assmiation between level of caregiver training in child development m d early
childhood education and various indices of program quality, particularly child outcomes. But most of this research has fmused
on classroom teachers (caregivers) and the role they play in facilitating children's development. Only recently have studies investigated the role directors play (however indirect it may be) in influenaing the contextual factors that support or inhibit quahty experiences for children.
A few studies have Booked at the director's Bevel of experience
in influencing program outcomes. In their Bermuda study, P
Scarr, and McCartney (1987) found the overall ggu&ty of th
was Kghly msmiated writh director%experience. In a P e m s y l v ~ a
study, Kontos m d Fiene (11987') found that children in p r o g r m s
with more experienced directors did better on measures off Baguage
and s m i a b i ~ t y
h o t h e r recent study supports the proposition that the director
in hisher leadership sole set
stanndards m d expectations for
staff to follow. Powell and Str
1(6988) fomd that the p r o g r m
director has a strong impact on the variety and sources s f information available to caregivers, particularly those vvith no or limited
training in early ckldhood education. The results off their study
provide support for a ""tarickBe d o m 9 'conception of information flow
from director to worker
But this insight into information networks is disconcerting
if one views it in fight of the Jorde-BBmm study cited earlier regarding directors' level of professional orientation. Taken togethen; &he
Powell and Stremmel (1988) a d Jorde-Bloom (in press) gi$u&ea
suggest that the information that ""eicMes d o ~ mfrom
' ~ director to
untrained or a ~ a n a l l trained
y
worker may not represent a current
kechnical base.
In a recent Illinois study i n v o l ~ n g803 dirwtors off for-profit
rend nonprofit child care programs (Jorde-Bloom, 8989a), the direetor's level of formal ducation was found to be the strongest preactor of program quality. In this study9 a modified version of the
Early Childhood @BassroomObservation Scale (Bsedekamp, 6988;
MAEYC, 1984a) was used as a measure of program quaE~tySpecialized training in early childhmd education and program d d f i s t r a Lion also showed significant wsociations with overall program w a l ity. A less powerful assmiation between dirmtors9experience m d
program quality was also detected. These results confirm prelim&
nary findings reported by Baedekamp (1989)regar&ng the charac-
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The central issue in the debate regardhg
tions focuses on the m o u n t m d content 0%%
experience that should be required before m
the role of center director and how much in-sewice
be required each year once the director is on the job.
to other human service professions, current r e q ~ r e m e n t for
s child
care directors are at best at a pmaprofessiona%level. MormverD
standards are often vague and unevenly enforced. There is a growing consensus, however, 'that requisite qualifications for center &rectors should be strengthened. Buoh sentiments have come from
professional assmiations promoting '
d profession&sm, exeffects of poor center
perts in the field who see the progr
leadership, m d from directors themselves, who day-to-day must
cope with the demands of the job.
The Nationd Association for the Education of Young Cfildren
(f984a, 1984b) re@
nds that center directors (early o f i l & d
specialists) should
a bwcdaureate degree in early chgdhmd
educstiodchi8d development m d at Beast three years of full-time
teaching experience with young children m d o r a graduate degree
in early childhodcKld development. The competencies noted for
the early cfibdhmd specialist highlight expertise Baa the supemision
of adults and staff development. N m Y C rmo
ends that this expertise be obtained through specific coursework within a baecdaureate program or through additional t r h h g and experience beyond
the baccalaureate degree. NAEYG's teacher education guidelines

Implications for Policy and Practice

teristics of programs that have achieved accreditation under
NAEYG9sCenter Accreditation Project. Bredekamp states, "We have
observed that the most salient predictor of overall program quality
is a director with a strong educational background in early childhood educatiodchild development, m d at Beast one degree
(bachelor's or master'^)'^ (p.6).
The Illinois study also looked at the relationship between d i r e torsYeveP of education, experience, and specialized t r a i r h g with
two other indices of quality: the center's level of professional orientation and the center's overall organizational climate (collective pen'ceptions of staff regarding various organizationad practices aa measured by the Early Childhood Work Environment Survey) (JordeBloom, 1989b). Level of education, specialized ts
childhood education, and specialized tra
tration demonstrated significant positive associations with the
center's level of profeseional orientation. As well, formal education
showed a positive relationship to overall cUmate.

for colleges offering early chgdhood degrees (1982) also iaaclude
standards addressing other adliaainistrative competencies such as
program evaluation, community relations, and public policy
In the criteria set forth for voluntary center wcreditation
(NAEYC, B984a), the National Association for the Education of
Young Children also rmommends that the chief ddmsiskrative officer of a center have training and/or experience in business & m h istration. The chief admnistrstive officer may or may not be the
same person serving as early cfildhood specialist overseeing the
educational program.
Leaders in the field, those individuals who have taken an active
role in shaping social m d public policy in early childhood education, are also becomhg more vocal about the need to increme r q f site qualifications for directors. In the Illinois Director's Study
(Jorde-Bloom, 8989a), fully 87% of the national experts respondhg
to a survey felt Illinois' standards requiring an &
degree
-I and 18
semester hours of coursework in child development/eaklychfidhmd
education were e r n lenient. Most felt that center &rectors s h s d d
have specialized coursework in program adwaji~strationd o n g with
a degree in early ~EldhoodcB-rfieB
development and related temxang
experience before assudwg the directorsBaiip.
Many of these experts felt the skill m d knowledge of the dirmtor was the most important ingredient in creating m d a a n ~ n t d m g
a quality program for children. They also felt that child care add ~ s t r s t o r srequire a speeialiiized curricdum which e m p h a s i ~ e ~
management and l e d e r s u p skills within the context of their professional interest. Thus, the importance of ongoing In-serace training was mentioned as an essential component of any standards
promdgated to rewlate director wdfications.
The rationale for increming d~rnuaaastandards is based in
Barge part can what these experts perceive to be the increased cornplexity of the dirwtorqsrole and the potentid risk to clients (eM1dren and parents) if responsibilities are no&carried out in a MghPy
professional manner. They cite, for example, the array sfcomplex
legal issues related to child abuse, infectious disease control, a d
insurance liability that did not confront dir%tors just a decade ago.
Two areas surfaced as being most critical for specialized training: financial mmagement and staff mmagement. Severd experts
noted that wsuring the financial. stabiGty of a program in an era
of dwindllwg governmental resources means that the director needs
a unique set of fiscal management skills that earnot come from
experience alone.
Most frequently mentioned, however?was the changing nature
of the director's job in recruiting and training staff^ With more

opportunities for women in other fields, the pool of qualified personnel is becoming increasing competitive. This coupled with the Pow
wages that most caregiverlteaher positions co
guarmtees both higher numbers of untrained st
positions and a continued high turnover rate among staff. Thus
the dirmtor's skill in staff development is paramount to maintaining program con&hui$yand assuring that quality care is provided.
These skills can only be crafted through form& training and on-thejob experience.
Directors m d experts differ, however9 in the level of forms8
training that should be required as a prerequisite to ass
psition of director. Still, more than a third (38%)of the directors
felt the current Illinois state stmdards provided insufficient preparation for the role. Experts and practitioners agreed that e x p r i ence worMng with children is essential before one assumes the role
of director. A small number of directors (typically those without
fformd credentials) felt strongly that experience should be an meeptable substitute for formal training.
There is some precedent for this position. In the past, states
often equated a year of experience with a year of college. Research
has shown, however, that education in early chi%&& or child
development Baas a far stronger impact on teachers' behavior m d
on children's achievement than does years of experience (Roupp,
Travers, Glmtz, & Goelen, 1977').Moreover, as Berk (1985) pint^^
out, practical experiences may be effective o d y in the context of a
broad-based formal educational program which serves as the necesatic endeavors. Austin (1881)emsary foundation for progre
phasizes that in-service training should never be viewed as the
vehicle for achieving initial requisite competencies. He states, "Far
from k i n g helpful, it serves to m k n t ~ n
the child care worker h
her %ow8ystatus by providing those in power with the useful argument than child care workers do not need to have degrees to be
effective9'(p. 251).
Powell and Btremmeli(l988)also point out that child care experience is not a substitute for formal child-related training in developing a professional orientation to career development. They argue
that training and experience are not interchangeablie. In their study,
they found that college-level training, but not work experience,
was a good predictor of grofessiondly oriented career development
patterns. The results of the Illinois Director's Study (Jorde-Bloom,
f989a) support that proposition. Individuds with higher Bevels of
formal education md specialized training consistently demonstrated a stronger professional orientation. It appears that for.
rnal training within an accredited college p r o g r m ties individuals
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If early childhood professional associations, leaders in the field,
and a solid number of prztitioners support increased vagfications
for center directors, why hasn't there been more momema&umiiaa this
direction? What are the obstzles to increasing present stmdards
at the state level'? h d why hasn't &hefederal goverment taken a
more aggressive role in establishing ~ d m u mand optimum
criteria for staffing programs?
CertaMy the push to s&ren@henrequisite walifieations for
child care persome8 is not new During the past decade, many
leders in the field have argued for more rigorous standards. Most
experts in the field agree there is inertia in this area because of s
wumhr of econaods and social considerations.
First, the link betwen salaries and educational qualifications
is clear. The short-term impact of raising qualifications for diretors
(or for teaching staff') wodd be to exmerbate an already meenable
labor pool situation. Finding and retaining $%reBI-w&fiedstaff at
all levels is a serious problem for many programs (Gdinskgq 1989).
Simply put, highly trained individuals command higher salaries
and have greater options both in the field and outside early childhood education.
The w o n o d e consevences of raising stmdserds i a most other
industries results in a higher priced product, the cost s f which is
either absorbed in company profits or passed on to the consumer.
The same rules do not apply to early childhood education. Parents
(consumers) cannot shoulder increased program costs. In the for-

into a trditional network of professional development. This link
in itself may help improve the stature and professional image of
workers.
There is little agreement among leaders in the field or &rmtors
a b u t how program size should affect r e q ~ s i t equdifications
(Jorde-Bloom, f989a). Many feel strongly &ha&
the principles of management needed to direct a program effectively are the same regardless of center size; it is only the scope of job that needs to be done
that varies. Others, however, believe that the higher level of mmagerial skills required to addnistrate a large center nmessitates more
formal training. They state that o r g a ~ z i n gp, l a m b g , delegating,
and supervising others Bsecomes more importmt in a Barge centens
So, too, are the consequences of poor leadership. Linking standards
to program size may be one way to differentiate career ladder steps
within the category of center &rectoas Experience d d d s t r a t i n g
a small center (less &&an 25 cfildren), for exmpPe codd serve
training ground for s d d ~ s t r a t h ag Barge center.
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profit sector, the profit margin is already a lean one (if one exists
at dl)and center operators claim they cannot absorb the added
costs that would be associated with higher salaries without saerificing quality in other areas. Nonprofit programs which rely on state
m d federal subsidies have had to cope with shrinking government
revenues in recent years. Unless a major shift in priorities occurs,
these programs would also not be able to absorb the costs associated
with increased standards.
Indeed, because of difficulty finding qualified staff at current
salaries, there has been a push from some in the field to Bower or
eliminate existing standards as they relate to personnel cpallfiea$ions. Early childhood leaders counter by saying that reducing
standards is a short-term solution that would have unintended longterm consequences in deteriorated program quality.
But economic factors are not the only obstacles to attracting
y there are many h d i m d rnaint
g competent staff. Cert
v-iduds who accept lo
ay as a, trade-off for rewarding, high
status positions. Most
entaries on the status of the early childhood profession (H%enso~a,
8985; Jorde, 8982; Modigliani, 9986, 1988;
Smith, 1986; Wilier, 1989; Zbrasser, 1986) agree that the devaluing
by society of the work related to young children contributes to the
low status of workers m d consequently to their Bower wages. These
interlocking factors work against raising qualifications for m y
segment of the child care work force.
But as some early cwdhssd advocates argue, i m p r o ~ n g
quidifications may be the best way of improdng salaries andl increasing
professionalism in the field. Differentiated s t a f a g models with
mdary scales that refleet different levels of training and work experience have helped improve the status of workers in other occupations. There is some support in the research that this may be am
effective strategy. In their study msesshg correlates off program
qall&yp
Howes, Pettygrove, m d Witebmk (8987) fourid that protted to better funding for teaching m d ad
staff &d not report as many problems in recruitment and retention.
A rment survey of programs which have implemented strategies
to raise salaries d s o reveals that this may be an effective method
of reducing turnover m d insuring program stability (Witebmk,
Bembrton, hrnbardi, BaJinsky, B e b , & FiUhgea: 1988).
To minimize the economic d i s e q ~ l i b r i mand labor shortages
that would result from increasing requisite qualifications for dirm
tors, it is important that changes in state stmdards be a c o m p a ~ d
with sufficient funding for implementing a loan forgiveness pro
gram for students pursuing degrees, targeted scholarship monej
for Bow income students, m d improved access to administrative

89s

999

'

training. These opportunities should be made available to current
directors who wish to upgrade their howledge and sfills as well
as to teachers who wish to pursue career advmcement.
&$THailethis modest proposal in itself will not assure higher
salaries for early childhood workers, it will at least ease the financial burden associated with p u r s ~ n gadditional traidng md d u cation. I$ would also begin to attract a wider pool of qualified cang
in the field
didates to the position instead of l i ~ t i n participation
to those most able to afford the finmcial smrbf'ce. Most important,
however, it would help change the image of the state Goensing
agency from being a pmitive, r e m a t o r y agency to that of being
a supportive, t m M c d msistmce agencgp.
In sum, increasing requisite director qudifications at the state
Bevel is a very cost-effmtive way for state licensing agencies to
impact the qudity of program services. Bka the Bong run, it may
even have the ancillary effect s f dmreming the need for regdations
governing other aspects of the program.
But what about the federal goveaaaaaaent"Pat are the
sodblmks to h s u s h g greater m f o r h t y i
n stmdasds all aromd
the c o r n t r y m e issue of the federa gsvermen$%role in dvocatinsag for @leas
'
(and optimum) standards for cMd case
programs has
d as one of the most importmt and controvessid social policy issues facing the country this decade (
Mamerman, 1987; Kendall B Wdkeg; 1984; Mosgm, 1984;
htsaub & Burmm, 1987; WiUea",198%).St
mum persomel remrements for staff workng
with y o m g chadren are emeshed in the bro&er pubUc poUcy
question sf whether or not the P"edera1 goverment shodd be in
the business of psomdgating m y stmdards for the center-bmed
care of children.
Space does not permit trachg the Mstorical mtmedents that
have contributed to the current impasse, but it is importmt to note
that at the very time when day care needs escalated in this comtryt,
a policy trend toward daentrdbed m d deremated govermentd
involvement occurred. That is not to say that child care advmates
should stop s p e a ~ n out
g about the need for the federal goverment
to take a proactive stance i
n ensuring that a floor of quality be
guaranteed for every child atteaadhg an early cMdhood program
in this corntry To the contrasx policy makers and the public at
large need to %%eeducated that federal standards will help improve
the disparity that currently exists between states. But they also
weed to be educated that minimum standards only provide assurance that children are not exposed to detrimental care; they do not
ensure that high quality care is being provided.
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